
Data extraction and post processing AN43 
Application Note to the  KLIPPEL ANALYZER SYSTEM (Document Revision 1.0)   

 

There are various applications where additional software (e.g. Excel) shall be used as a 
postprocessor for data measured using the KLIPPEL Analyzer System. For example visualization of 
multiple measurements, statistics or report generation. For this purpose, KLIPPEL provides a data 
extraction tool db extract that allows storing measured data in text files, which can be read and 
imported by a wide range of applications. 

This application note is a step by step introduction for the extraction, import and processing of 
measured curves in spreadsheet software (Excel). Only curves are extracted in this application note. 
The export of single values possible using the settings file “Single Value Extraction” (part of 
db extract’s installation).  
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1 Requirements 

Start Up To perform the data extraction, please follow these steps: 

• Install db extract on your computer. 

• Example data is enclosed to this application note, but other databases (R&D 

and QC databases may be extracted as well). 

• In this example, we will use Excel as post processing software. 

 

2 Measurement in KLIPPEL dB-Lab 

Measuring multiple 
speakers 

For this example, we measured some woofers with following modules: 

• LSI – for the nonlinear parameters Bl(x), Kms(x) and L(x) 

• DIS – for harmonic and intermodulation distortion 

• LPM – for multitone distortion 

 

This set of measurements will give us a good overview of the speakers’ properties. 

 

3 Data Extraction 

Motivation 
 

Using KLIPPEL databases measurement results, it is possible to evaluate each speaker 

individually. But for many purposes it is necessary process the data in 3rd party software. 

Therefore, it is necessary to collect and extract the required data to an open format. 

In the following steps we will export the measured DIS, LPM and LSI curves of all speakers into 

text files. We will import those files into Excel to do some very basic statistic calculations, draw 

some charts and calculate limits using a macro. Furthermore, we will show how to re-import 

curves calculated in Excel into dB-Lab. 
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Select the 
database 
files 
 

How to do it: Start db extract and create a new settings file by selecting ‘Settings→New’ from 

the menu. Add the database(s) containing the measured data. 

 
Select 
Operations 

How to do it: Select the filter ‘Operation Type’ of Filter 1 in the next tab page ‘Select 

Operations’. 

 
Using this filter, it is possible to select the type(s) of measurement operations we want to 

export. As described above, we are only interested in DIS, LPM and LSI – Woofer measurements. 

Using this filter will avoid extracting data from other operation types by accident if undesired 

operations are included in the input data. 
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Select 
Results 

How it works: Go to the next tab page ‘Select Results’.  

On this tab page we will select which curves to export. This works by first selecting a 

measurement operation from a database as prototype. In the second step one can select curves 

from the available charts in that ‘prototype operation’. 

Later, during the extraction run, all selected operations in all databases will be checked whether 

these selected curves are available. If they are, the data will be extracted. 

The user interface shows: Using prototype database: “…\RnD_database.kdbx” and below that: 

Selected prototype operation: “\\Woofer 09\1 LSI Nonlin. Parameters”.  

From the dropdown box you can select any operation available in the prototype database. In 

case, we selected more than one database, we could choose one as prototype on the ‘Select 

Database Files’ tab.  

 
Selecting curves: 

First we select any LSI operation. From the available charts we select ‘Bl(X)’, ’Kms(X)’ and ‘L(X)’. 
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After using the ‘Add’ button, the selected curves are shown in the selected list. 

 

Selecting 
DIS and 
LPM 
Results 

Select any DIS Operation from the dropdown box, and select the curves as shown below: 
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To select the Multitone Distortion Curve, choose any LPM Operation from the dropdown box 

and add the curve. 

 

 

Export 
Format 
Settings 

Till now, we only selected the data to extract from the KLIPPEL Databases – now it is time to 

define how to write the data into the text files. 

The ‘Export Format’ tab holds many options to define the output format: 
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Export 
Format 
”Files” 

File Name Pattern (Curves) defines not only how the exported files are named but which curve 

data is written to which file.  

 

In our example, we will leave the default setting “data_<Window>_<Curve>.txt” which means 

that only curves with the same name from an equally named window are stored in the same 

file. 

<Window> and <Curve> are tokens that will be replaced during the extraction. 

Thus, we will generate following export files: 

• data_2nd Harmonic, %_4.00 V.txt 

• data_2nd Intermod, %_4.00 V.txt 

• data_Bl (X)_-Xprot _ X _ Xprot.txt 

• data_Multitone Distortion_MTND.txt. 

There are various replacement tokens to fine-tune the output. Please refer to the manual 

section 'Export Format Tokens'.  

Select a Target Folder to store the extracted data in. 

Using Target Folder erase, the target folder will be moved to the recycle bin before extraction. 

(This is useful to avoid confusing new with old data after multiple extraction runs.) 
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Other File Name Pattern Examples: 

Using the “<chart>\<object>.txt” file name pattern, a folder for each chart is created. These 

folders contain a text file for each measured object. This text file would then contain all the 

selected curves in the chart (only one in our example). 

 

 

 

 

The “<OpType>\<chart>.txt” file name pattern generates a folder for each of the measurement 

modules (DIS, LPM and LSI). The folders contain one text file for each chart created by the 

corresponding module.  

In the text file you can find the curves of all measured drivers. 

 

 

These examples are showing that the file name pattern allows defining how the curve data is 

stored in the file system structure. It is possible to create folders, subfolders and text files. One 

text file can contain one or multiple curves of the same or different types.  

General 
Layout 

The General Layout Section defines how the extracted files are formatted. 
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To understand all the options, it is good to have an idea how the extraction works. 

Generally, all data is written line-wise (row-wise). (This can only be changed by activating the 

Transpose option – see below.) 

The measured curves always consist of two vectors, the x-axis and the y-axis values. Each of 

those is written in a line. It is possible to add a Column Prefix to each line saying ‘this is the x-

axis’ or ‘this is the data of speaker …’. In our example, we will do this by using the 

<ObjectName> replacement token. The object is the parent note of the operation - in our case 

this ‘Object’ is the driver we measured (e.g. ‘Woofer 09’, ‘Woofer 10’, etc.). 

 
Using the options Column Separator, Custom Column Separator and Line Breaks, it is possible 

to select which characters are used to separate the columns and lines in the text file. What 

character to use here depends on your target software (e.g. Excel). The default values as shown 

above should be fine for us. 

The parameter Header Row can be used to add a header to the text file before writing the data. 

In our example, Transpose has to be set to True. This will change the format of the output files 

from row-wise to column-wise after the extraction by performing a matrix-transposition. This is 

necessary for compatibility with older versions of Excel. (Those have a limited number of 

available columns – which causes trouble when importing curves with a large number of points.)  
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X-Axis 
Export 

There are several possibilities to export the X-axes of the curves in one file.  

 
As shown, it is possible to export no x-axis at all or one for each curve - both can be useful in 

some cases but in our case we want to do some calculations in Excel. Thus, one single x-axis is 

required for all y-axes in one file. This is no problem for the DIS and LPM measurements, as the 

y-values were measured at the same x-axis values (frequencies). This happened because the 

same set-up was used for all the measurements. Thus, all these measurements have the same x-

axis scaling. 

However, the LSI curves like ‘Bl(X)’, ’Kms(X)’ and ‘L(X)’ do not have the same x-values. To do 

calculations with these curves, it is necessary to create a new x-axis for all of these 

measurements and calculate the y-values at the new x-axis points using interpolation. 

Format 
Strings 

The lower part of this table contains options to format numbers, dates, times and texts as 

required. Important for our example is the decimal separator.  

On most of the systems period is fine but on some systems it needs to be set to comma. This 

depends on your local language theme and your Excel version. Change this option if Excel does 

not import the data as expected. (Have a look at ‘Problems with Excel’ section in the chapter 

‘Post processing in Excel’.) 

 

Start the 
Extraction 

Go to the ‘Run!’ Tab and click the ‘Run!’ Button.  
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If everything is configured correctly, the extraction should start. 

After the extraction is complete, the ‘View Results’ button appears - click on it to open the 

target folder in Windows Explorer. This folder contains all the extracted curve files and the 

extraction log file which provides the same information as the list box shown above. 

 

 
These output files can now be used in 3rd party software – as we will show in the next section. 

Hint: Save the settings in a file by selecting ‘Settings→Save’ from the menu. This will save a lot 

of time next time you have to perform a similar extraction task. 

 

4 Post processing in Excel 

Use of macros Open the file “KLIPPEL Macros.xls” in Excel and activate macros. Open one of the 

extracted files in Excel as well.  

If everything goes alright, you should see some table like this (If Excel does not 

import the data as expected, read the ‘Problems with Excel’ section below): 
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Start the ‘MeanAndShift’ macro : 

 

Post processing 
results 

Running the macro will generate 4 new columns in the current sheet and 2 

additional spreadsheets. 

The columns contain: 

• the mean curve calculated of the measured curves (left), 

• a shift curve (right) and 

• two curves containing the mean curve shifted up and down the shift values. 

 
The shift curve can simply be changed by setting any value in the column – all 

following values will automatically be set to the same value. All the dependent 

curves will automatically be recalculated. 
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On the ‘Comparison Chart’ all curves, including the newly calculated curves, are 

shown for comparison.  

Note: The peaks on the sides of the mean and the shifted curves are caused by the 

fact that only one speaker has valid measurement data at these outer edges. Thus, 

the mean curve is equal to the curve in that range. (To remove these effects, delete 

the first and the last 3 values in the mean and shifted columns.) 

 

 

On the ‘Curves for dB-Lab’ spreadsheet, the mean and the shifted curves are 

represented in dB-Lab / MAT-Lab compatible format. 
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Re-import to dB-Lab To re-import those curves to dB-Lab: 

• select the cell reading ‘Curve=[’, 

• hold the <Shift> and <Ctrl> key, 

• press the right → and the down arrow  

key once. 

• Now copy the selected curve ( <Ctrl> + <C> 

). 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Open dB-Lab and paste the curve in a chart. 

 

 

Measured Curves, Mean Curve (original and shifted): 
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Batch Processing To simplify the processing of multiple extracted curve files, a batch processing 

macro is provided. Using this macro, it is possible to select a folder. All extracted 

files found in that folder will be loaded and processed by the ‘MeanAndShift’ 

macro. 

  
(Sometimes this does not work as expected because the files are not imported 

correctly into Excel. In that case, check the next section.) 

Problems with Excel In some cases, Excel does not import the extracted curve files correctly.  

The result might look like this: 

 
The cause is that Excel is language dependent but also has its own file import 

settings which do not always work correctly. This problem can most likely be solved 
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by changing the db extract settings. Change the decimal separator from comma to 

period and run the extraction once more. 

Note: The re-import into dB-Lab requires decimal points. 

Batch processing: 

Even if loading and processing files individually works fine, it is not guaranteed that 

patch processing will work. If Excel fails to import files correctly, try to extract once 

again with altered decimal separator setting. 

5 More Information 

 

 

 

 

Help  Manual db extract 

 

Find explanations for symbols at:  

http://www.klippel.de/know-how/literature.html  

Last updated: Dezember 19, 2022 
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